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                                                           DECLARATION OF STATUS OF THE 

PETITIONER BEFORE THE COURT
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STATEMENTS OF FACT IN LAW

NOW COMES Rodney-Dale; Class, as a Private Attorney General (hereafter 

PAG) by and through Congressional Mandate as a Petitioner / Plaintiff, Natural Citizen 

of North Carolina State and of the United States of America, on behalf of the injuries of 

People of North Carolina and for his own injuries, and files with this Court a Statement 

of Facts of this case and a Declaration of Status, for this PAG, for this court to TAKE 

JUDICIAL NOTICE OF THE DECLARATION OF STATUS OF THE PETITIONER 

BEFORE THE COURT. 

DEFINITION OF PRIVATE ATTORNEY GENERAL

                  A private citizen who commences a lawsuit to enforce a legal right that  

benefits the community as a whole.

     From West's Encyclopedia of American Law, edition 2. Copyright 2008, The Gale 

Group, Inc. All rights reserved. And, used out of necessity. (as quoted by ( http://legal-

dictionary.thefreedictionary.com/Private+Attorney+General )

Private attorney general is an informal term usually used today in the United 

States to refer to a private party who brings a lawsuit considered to be in the public 

interest, i.e., benefiting the general public and not just the plaintiff. The person 

considered "private attorney general" is entitled to recover attorney's fees if he or she 

prevails. The rationale behind this principle is to provide extra incentive to private 

citizens to pursue suits that may be of benefit to society at large.
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CONGRESSIONAL STATUS OF 

WHO CAN PRACTICE LAW IN THE COURTS

This PAG will first start out with Congressional mandate(s) concerning who has 

been given authority to address any issue before the courts. This Party, Rodney-Dale; 

Class, PAG, points out that Congressional mandates have only authorized three Acts / 

laws as to who can address a court.

The first of these Acts / laws being the Judiciary Act of 1789 as currently found 

in the United States Attorney's Manual at 3-2.110. This Act created the inferior courts 

below the united States supreme Court. This Act also created the Attorney General's 

Office, BUT I remind this Court (OAH) that Congress never filled these offices. 

Congress can only create an office , BUT it takes the People to fill an  office.

The second of these Acts / laws being the Civil Rights Act of 1866, 14 Stat. 27, 

enacted April 9, 1866, (and sometimes referred to as The Private Attorney General Act) 

39th Congress, Sess 1, Ch 31 (1866), CHAP. XXXL,  (Formally titled): An Act to 

protect all Person in the United States in their Civil Rights, and furnish the Means 

of their Vindication, April 9, 1866; Public Law 104-317, Oct 19, 1996, 110 Stat 3853; 

93 stat 1284; Public Law 96-170, 96th Congress, Dec 9th 1979. As this PAG has pointed 

out these facts, can you, Judge Gray, deny that there is a conflict in the BAR rules which 

creates a conflict in the LAW. 

The third of these Acts / laws being the Administrative Procedure Act of 1946 

(APA), under S.7, 60 stat 237 and under United States Code, Title 5, GOVERNMENT 

ORGANIZATION AND EMPLOYEES. Pursuant to the APA of 1946, 60 stat 237, under 

S. 7, per Congressional decision, a private Citizen, non-lawyer / non-attorney has the right 
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to act as counsel on behalf of a private Citizen in Court without having a law degree. This 

APA did come about because of the New Deal. This was to give the People remedy 

against public agencies /departments that bring all allegations / claims against the People. 

It is a well stated fact, and a provable fact, that lawyers / attorneys are forbidden to 

uphold “the People's rights” pursuant to BAR Rule 11 of disbarment. (See local Bar 

Rules). As this PAG has now pointed out these facts, can you, Judge Gray, deny that 

there is a conflict in the BAR rules which creates a conflict in the LAW.  

     Now, this PAG sets the proper Status of who has a Congressional mandate to 

come before a Court. Acting as you are, Beecher R. Gray, in this Courtroom (OAH) at 

this Hearing / arrangement / communication, you are doing business as and “operating as 

a skilled expert in law as a professional in the law.” Now, as a Judge with such 

knowledge and skills, can you dispute or deny that these Congressional Acts / laws 

(mandates) under Congressional Authorization did not created the Attorney General's 

Office or the Private Attorney General position ?  And, further, as a judge, who is 

required to be an expert in law, can "you" show this party where any Congressional Act, 

Congressional Mandate, or public law and / or statutes, of either Federal or State origin, 

created any lawful authority of the Bar Association or created the specific position of 

attorney / lawyer to operate before this court or any other court ?  If this Court, or you, 

can not provide such authority under Congressional Acts / laws or Congressional 

Mandate of the Bar Association's allowance of members to practice in the courts, then 

you and this court (OAH) are required to come into compliance with the three previously 

mentioned  Congressional Acts / laws (mandates) as to who can enter before this court or 

any other court !  
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THE FACTS IN LAW

Parties of opposition involved in this action and their status to the Petitioner(s)

1. Rodney-Dale; Class, PAG by and through Congressional Mandate and a Petitioner / 

Plaintiff, Natural Citizen of North Carolina State and of the United States of America, is 

not lost at sea (or in any other manner), or dead, but is, in fact, alive. 

a) The first witness to validate this fact is that some State had to register Rodney Dale 

Class' birth certificate. That fact serves to show that I, Rodney-Dale; Class (PAG), was 

born alive and am still alive and that my name is indeed registered to some State in these 

United States of America. 

b) The second witness is the Federal Social Security Administration as they did give the 

name of RODNEY DALE CLASS / Rodney-Dale; Class a number to a Federal Treasury 

Government Account which was set up as a Trust (or other such device as the population 

has been led to believe) on behalf of RODNEY DALE CLASS / Rodney-Dale; Class.

2. This PAG was also alive at the time that an employee, LUKE SISK, of one of this 

State's (NC)/State's agencies / departments belonging to a Federal, State, County, or 

Municipality government at the time of contact is the third witness that both RODNEY 

DALE CLASS and Rodney-Dale; Class was the name that is registered to one of the 

States and was at that time was alive and was known to Mr. SISK as the fact that there 

were words spoken or that written communications were received from this name (PAG).

3. The Clerk of Courts of this court, being an employee of a Federal, State, County, or 

Municipal Government, is the fourth witness as he / she did take and did accept this 

Court filing (and ALL previous filings) from both RODNEY DALE CLASS and 
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Rodney-Dale; Class verifying that this PAG was a living being that was not lost at sea (or 

in any other manner) or dead at the time of the filing. 

4. Acting as the judge, Beecher R. Gray, in the Courtroom at this Hearing / arrangement / 

communication, you are doing business as and “operating as a skilled expert in law as a 

professional in the law” (hereafter indicated as “etc.”). You, as the judge in this hearing, 

have just become the fifth witness that this party (PAG) is alive as you had requested this 

PAG's name to file a certain communication before this court and I did respond to you 

and will, at the scheduled date, appear in the flesh. The fact that you are reading or have 

now read this PAG's filing that is now filed into this Court verifies that this PAG is NOT 

lost at sea (or in any other manner) or dead. 

a) This court is aware, or should be, that a Plaintiff / Defendant lost at sea (or in any other 

manner) or dead could not send in or present this filing to the Clerk of Court's office for 

you to read or for the Clerk to accept it as a filing or to be able to “appear” in this Court.

b) Therefore, that makes this party (PAG) alive by five Witnesses and one of the creators 

of both your jobs as  both you, judge Gray, and the Clerk are employed by election or by 

civil service exams, by which you hold your positions allowing you to be doing business 

as “etc.”. This now makes you both employees of this living being / party (PAG) that 

comes, or will come (appear) before you. 
                                                                                                                                

As judge, Beecher R. Gray, in this Courtroom at this Hearing / arrangement, can 

you dispute or deny that you are not doing business as “etc.”, in your professional 

capacity in the law, during this hearing ?
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Let this PAG further set his Status, before he continues, as you, Beecher R. Gray, 

are doing business as “etc.” a Judge in this Courtroom. Can you disprove that any of 

these facts in the first four numbered issues above are incorrect, and that I, RODNEY 

DALE CLASS / Rodney-Dale; Class (PAG), no matter how my name is spelled or 

whether this filing is on 81/2 by 11 or on 81/2 by 14 paper, or is hand written, or is typed 

via a machine, Do Not Exist or am lost at sea (or in any other manner) or dead ? On the 

contrary, I am alive as it takes a living being to file a document or to come before 

(appear) this Court for a Hearing.  If this Court can not rebut these facts then let us 

continue to the next area of facts and understanding that you are doing business as “etc.” 

a judge(s). 

5. Does this Court or you, as a judge(s), as you are doing business as “etc.”, dispute the 

1913 Federal Reserve Act that Congress mandated  OR  can David D. Lennon?

6. Can this Court or you, as judge(s) and as you are doing business as “etc.”, dispute that 

the 1913 Federal Reserve Act was a Congressionally mandated Act and that the Federal 

Reserve Note was created from this Act and that these “notes” are not in use today as the 

“coin of the realm” for the general population OR  can David D. Lennon?

7. Does this Court or you, as a judge(s) and as you are doing business as “etc.”, dispute 

the 1933 State of Emergency that was Congressionally mandated and that it did not set 

the stage to for all property, land, vehicles, including the People's names, be registered to 

the State for “ownership” as collateral OR  can David D. Lennon?

8. Does this Court or you, as a judge(s) and as you are doing business as “etc.”, dispute 

that now, for a fact, that the Federal Reserve is nothing more than a mere “private credit 
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corporation” giving credit to the UNITED STATES and to THE STATE OF NORTH 

CAROLINA / North Carolina State as well as to the other STATES / States OR  can 

David D. Lennon? 

9. Does this Court or you, as judge(s) and as you are doing business as “etc.”, dispute the 

fact that, by legal definition, the Federal Reserve Note is only a mere “promise to pay,” 

or more precisely a “debt” which is nothing more than credit extended, and as it is just 

“credit” how can the People of North Carolina or this PAG be held accountable to “pay” 

when there is nothing more than a “credit line” that was supposedly given, 

Congressionally, to the People to use in the same way as “money,” but was never actually 

allowed to be extended and used, as such, by the People as a “credit line” instead of being 

compelled to use these Federal Reserve “debt” Notes OR  can David D. Lennon?

Definition of 'Commercial Credit'

A pre-approved amount of money issued by a bank to a company that can be 

accessed by the borrowing company at any time to help meet various financial 

obligations. Commercial credit is commonly used to fund common day-to-day 

operations and is often paid back once funds become available. 

10. Does this Court or you, as judge(s) and as you are doing business as “etc.”, dispute, 

now, that that the People have been given Federal Reserve Notes in place of gold or 

silver, under the 1913 Federal Reserve Act that Congress mandated, and the1933 State of 

Emergency that Congress also mandated, and that People of this State, as well as this 

Nation, were to have been given (extended) a “credit line” by the Federal Reserve which 

is not real assets, but only “credit” OR  can David D. Lennon?
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Now, before further setting the Status of more Congressional mandates before this 

Court, and as you are doing business as “etc.” a judge(s) in this Courtroom, can you 

disprove or dispute that any of these facts in statements five though ten are incorrect or 

misleading ? If this Court, or you, can not rebut these facts then let this PAG continue to 

the next area of facts and understanding as you are doing business as “etc.” a judge(s).

11. This Court and you, as judge(s) and as you are doing business as “etc.”, know fully 

well that any claim by a Federal, State, County, Municipal government or agency or 

department or employee, official or private contractor, and/or the Banks, IRS, Credit 

Card Companies, etc., moves against the “name” of RODNEY DALE CLASS / Rodney-

Dale; Class no matter how the name is spelled as they know that the “name” is registered 

to a State and as State officials, are doing business as “etc.”,  they should know also that 

they hold a Trustee position and liability to that registered “name.”

12. Does this Court and you, as judge(s) as you are doing business as “etc.”, know that 

any cause of action created by any of the following...Federal, State, County, Municipal 

governments or employee, official or private contractor, Banks, IRS, Credit Card 

Companies, etc., that they ALL hold a Trustee position and liability under the 1913 

Federal Reserve Act that was Congressionally mandated, and the1933 State of 

Emergency that was also Congressionally mandated, a lines of credit under the Federal 

Reserve System (a private credit corporation) but only gives “credit” in place of gold or 

silver to the UNITED STATES and the STATE'S to “pay” the People only in “credit” 

OR  can David D. Lennon rebut or dispute ?
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13. The Defendant(s) OR  can David D. Lennon, doing business as “etc.” and employed 

by one of these agency(ies) or department(s) or by a Federal, State, County, Municipal 

government or an employee, official or private contractor, or Banks, IRS, Credit Card 

Companies, etc., have alleged a claim or have made a claim in an equity injury and that 

an alleged “debt” is owed. 

14. Do the Defendant(s) OR  can David D. Lennon , doing business as “etc.” and being 

knowledgeable of both the1913 Federal Reserve Act that was Congressionally mandated, 

and the1933 State of Emergency that was also Congressionally mandated, know that they 

can not claim ignorance or claim lack of knowledge when they should be taking on a 

fiduciary duty as a Trustee under such Congressional mandates ?

15.This Court's or judge'(s) judicial obligation, as Trustees over these employees working 

for any agency or department, whether a Federal, State, County, Municipal government 

or employee, official or private contractor or Banks, IRS, Credit Card Companies, etc., 

has the duty and responsibility to make their sub-Trustees accountable to pay the public 

debt.     

Now this PAG will set the Status of who holds a Trustee liability before he 

continues as are you not doing business as “etc.”, and as a judge(s) in this Courtroom and 

as the Defendant(s) OR David D. Lennon have not disproved or disputed that any of 

these facts in the statements eleven though fifteen are incorrect or misleading ? If this 

Court OR David D. Lennon can not rebut these facts then let us continue to the next set 

of facts, and understanding as you are doing business as “etc.”, that as a judge(s) that you 

hold a Trustee liability.
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Addressing this Court and its responsibility as a Trustee

The issues that this Party, RODNEY DALE CLASS / Rodney-Dale; Class brings 

forth, no matter how the name is spelled, is forced to address, extends to the usage of the 

Federal Reserve Note which is a credit issue. The Federal Reserve is nothing more than a 

“private corporation” lending credit instead of dealing with real, tangible assets. Those 

who hold positions as one of the following Federal, State, County, Municipal 

governments or employees, officials or private contractors), Banks, IRS, Credit Card 

Companies, etc., are doing business as or operating as killed experts and are professionals 

in the law and can not claim lack of knowledge on this fact as it was / is a Congressional 

mandate under Public Law and in the Congressional records.

This Court, and its judge(s) and David D. Lennon are doing business as or 

operating as a skilled experts in law and as "PAID" professional(s) in the law, know that 

when any representative from any of the following...a Federal, State, County, Municipal 

government or an employee, official or private contractor of such, Banks, the IRS, Credit 

Card Companies, etc...that send in writing or via voice made contact with this live being, 

RODNEY DALE CLASS / Rodney-Dale; Class, no matter how the name is spelled, to 

attempt to collect a debt of any kind, that they have the obligation and responsibility to 

act as a Trustee to any such claims. 

Now this PAG will set the Status of congressional mandates before he continues 

as ALL of you are PAID professionals and as YOU are employed under one of these 

agencies or departments either a Federal, State, County, Municipal government or an 
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employee, official or private contractor, Banks, IRS, Credit Card Companies, etc., All of 

you in your job duties have used or received the signed signature of this living being 

known as RODNEY DALE CLASS / Rodney-Dale; Class no matter how the name was 

spelled. All of you are aware of both the 1913 Federal Reserve Act that was 

Congressionally mandated, and that the Federal Reserve Note that was created from this 

Act, as they are in use today as the coin of the realm, and that the1933 State of 

Emergency that was also mandated by Congress. The Defendant(s) /Plaintiff(s) and 

should also know that they were required to pay the Public Debt once they receive the 

signed signature of this party. The Defendant(s) / Plaintiff(s) also know fully well it was a 

live person who sat before them.  They also know that the signature was the “collateral” 

under the Congressional mandate per Public Law and Congressional records. 

The Defendant(s) and David D. Lennon have violated sections of 18 USC, 

specifically, 472. UTTERING COUNTERFEIT OBLIGATIONS OR SECURITIES, 473. 

DEALING IN COUNTERFEIT OBLIGATIONS OR SECURITIES, AND 474. PLATES, 

STONES, OR ANALOG, DIGITAL, OR ELECTRONIC IMAGES FOR 

COUNTERFEITING OBLIGATIONS OR SECURITIES.

The Defendant(s) and David D. Lennon  are the ones that, once they receive the 

signed signature from this party, RODNEY DALE CLASS / Rodney-Dale; Class, no 

matter how the name is spelled, know of the violations mentioned and from where all the 

credit is derived...The People. These Federal, State, County, Municipal government 

employees, officials or private contractors, Banks, IRS, Credit Card Companies, etc., are 

required to pay the Public Debt under the 1913 Federal Reserve Act that was 

Congressionally mandated and that the Federal Reserve Note was created from this Act 

as they are in use today as the “coin of the realm” in conjunction with the1933 State of 
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Emergency Act. And, further, that it is this Court's responsibility is to act as a Trustee and 

is required to enforce the Public Debt clause on these Federal, State, County, or 

Municipal government agencies, employees, officials or private contractors, Banks, IRS, 

Credit Card Companies, etc., as they are listed as Trustees and required to pay the tax on 

the Public Debt. 

This living being, RODNEY DALE CLASS / Rodney-Dale; Class, no matter how 

the name is spelled or whether this filing is on 81/2 by 11 or 81/2 by 14 paper or is hand 

written or typed off of a machine, and as a Private Attorney General by and through 

Congressional Mandates, and this Petitioner / Natural Citizen of North Carolina States 

and of the United States of America, will remind this Court of your employee status as an 

elected official(s) or a civil service employee(s), and that that status binds you to hold a 

Trustee position over these other public / private officials, as a judicial officer, and as it is 

your duty, and this PAG Demands you to absolve this living being (PAG) of any 

allegations or attempts at collections allegedly needed to be “paid,” and to ensure that the 

payment of the Public Debt is accounted for and accomplished by those who created this 

issue before this court or have caused an issue to be brought before this court, this PAG 

now, further, Demands to have this issued settled. This PAG's Congressional mandate as 

a Private Attorney General, the 1913 Federal Reserve Act also by Congressional 

mandate, and the1933 State of Emergency also by Congressional mandate, likewise, the 

APA, 60 stat 237 of 1946 and, likewise, this State's (NC) Attorney General's Manual of 

1947, Rule 4, all, allows this Party, RODNEY DALE CLASS / Rodney-Dale; Class, no 

matter how the name is spelled, the Right to place such demands before this Court. This 

PAG will remind this Court's “officer(s)” of their oaths to the Federal Constitution and 
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brings to their attention the 14th Amendment, section 4 concerning the public debt.  I am 

here to inform you that under USC Title 31, section 3729 there are false claims in this 

Court, and that this PAG holds a position as a Bounty Hunter. I AM HERE to collect the 

Public Debt that has been caused by the Defendants / Plaintiffs. This collection of such 

Public Debt will be issued back to the United States Treasury to bring down the National 

Debt caused by the Defendants / Plaintiffs, or any similar persons, as these Defendants / 

Plaintiffs, in this issue / matter.  

     Private Attorney General Seal                             Rodney-Dale; Class 
Private Attorney General

  C/o P.O. Box 435
 High Shoals, North Carolina 
PHONE NUMBER REDACTED

                                 Bounty Hunter Seal
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PROOF OF SERVICE

NOW COMES Rodney–Dale; Class, as one of the people of North Carolina and 

on behalf of the People of North Carolina, with this TAKE JUDICIAL NOTICE OF 

THE DECLARATION OF STATUS OF THE PETITIONER BEFORE THE 

COURT to be filed into the Clerk of Courts and to be addressed before the STATE OF 

NORTH CAROLINA OFFICE OF ADMINISTRATIVE HEARINGS under the 

Administrative Procedure Act (1946) and under the Attorney General's Manual of 1947, 

Rule 4 on this __________ day of _____________ in the year of our Lord, 2012 AD.

                                                                      Rodney-Dale; Class
Private Attorney General
C/o P.O. Box 435
High Shoals, North Carolina 

PHONE NUMBER REDACTED
Cc:
LUKE SISK
TAX COLLECTOR
GASTON COUNTY 
TAX DEPARTMENT 
128 West Main Avenue
P.O. Box 1578
Gastonia, N.C. 28053  

LINDA MILLSAPS, CHIEF OPERATING OFFICER 
N.C. Department of Revenue 
PO Box 871 
Raleigh, NC 27602

David D. Lennon
Assistant Attorney General
Attorney for Respondent N.C. Dept. Of Revenue
North Carolina Department of Justice
Post Office Box 629
Raleigh, North Carolina 27602-0629
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ROY COOPER
Attorney General
North Carolina Department of Justice
Post Office Box 629
Raleigh, North Carolina 27602-0629

Also cc to the following parties:

 Timothy Geithner                                 
        The Fiduciary by The Appointment 

US Secretary of the Treasury
        1500 Pennsylvania Ave, NW
        Washington, DC 20220

 Douglas Shulman, or Designee           
            Office of the Commissioner                
            Internal Revenue Service
            1111 Constitution Avenue, NW
            Washington, DC 20224

  Department of the Treasury 
    Financial Management Service         
            PO Box 1686
            Birmingham, AL 35201-1686

   Examinations – IRS            
            Department of the Treasury              
            Internal Revenue Service                  
            PO Box 48-389 Stop 54A
            Doraville, GA 30362

        J. Russell George                             
                  Inspector General

            US Treasury Office
            1500 Pennsylvania Ave, NW
            Washington, DC 20220

 Assistant Director in Charge
 Federal Bureau Investigation 
 James W. McJunkin
 601 4th Street NW
 Washington, DC 20535
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